NEW DVDS & BLU-RAYS
MARCH 2020

ACTION
21 Bridges
Disturbing the Peace
Rag Doll
Trauma Center
Zombieland 2: Double Tap

COMEDY
After Class
Attachments
Give Me Liberty
Jojo Rabbit
Love Possibly
Mother of a Day
Playing with Fire
Snatchers
Wild Nights with Emily

DRAMA
A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
Ford v Ferrari
Frankie
The Good Liar
Howards End
I Wrote This for You
Love Unleashed
My One and Only
The Nightingale
Waves
The Way You Look Tonight

FOREIGN
First Love
The Knight of Shadows
Synonyms
The Trouble with You
Winter Flies

HOLIDAY
Last Christmas

HORROR
Daniel Isn’t Real
Doctor Sleep
Extracurricular
Rabid

KIDS & FAMILY
The Addams Family
Adventure Boyz
Arctic Dogs
Best of Warner Bros. 50 Cartoon Collection
Looney Tunes
Blaze & the Monster Machines - Knight Riders
The Cat in the Hat: Amazing Animals!
The Cat in the Hat: Our Wonderful World!
The Cat in the Hat: Science is Super!
The Cat in the Hat: The Wonders of Water
The Essential Daffy Duck
Looney Tunes Parodies Collection
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
PBS Kids - 15 Frozen Tales
Peppa Pig - Peppa Celebrates
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - Mutant Mania
Sonic Boom - Season 1 Volume 2
Spirit - The Ultimate Collection
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NON-FICTION
McCarthy - Power Feeds on Fear

SCIENCE FICTION
Dragonheart: Vengeance
The Mandela Effect
Perfect

SPANISH
Retablo

SUSPENSE
Burning Kentucky
Grand Isle

TELEVISION
Fleabag - Season 1
Keeping Faith - Series 2
Swamp Thing - The Complete Series

WAR
The Great War
Midway